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ABSTRACT 
We view hypertext as an inherently dynamic concept to incorporate in the interface of dynamic information systems. 
What challenges does hypertext face in a constantly changing environment? In this paper, we discuss the benefits 
and the problems we face in our research into hypertext-oriented decision support systems. Then we focus on a new 
hypertext construct beneficial to this domain: valuation links. Valuation links support the dynamic spreading of 
computation via a well defined link traversal operation. We present two classes of such links: static and dynamic, 
and specify an algorithm for their traversal. We also show how these constructs can be used in sophisticated DSS 
environments. 
KEYWORDS: Computer Interfaces, Decision Support Systems, Bypertext, Virtual Structures. 
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Valuation Links: FonmalIy mending  the Computational Power of Eypertext 
Many of today's information systems (decision support systems, executive 
information systems, database query systerns, etc.] operate in dynamic enmronments 
where users need up-to-date information and this information changes rapidly. 
Hypertext browsing would enhance the functionality of these systems by givrng users an 
intuitive way to access related details and annotations. Implementing this, however, 
presents severai challenges to the traditional stable. "static" noUon of hypertext where 
users are in control of changes, not the external environment. 
In most of today's hypertext systerns, Ilnk traversal affects the user's perception of the 
hyperdocument. Beyond procedural attachment for formatting, however, traversal 
generally has no impact upon node contents. Designers have tended to minimize 
interaction between node contents and the hyperdocument node and link strucrure in 
order to better formaIfze hypertext functionality and ease implementation. ICG88. 
SF89a. SF89b. Tom891. Most fnteraction takes place during keyword/glossaxy search 
and other "querying" of node contents that result in the creation of a virtual link from 
its, e.g., keyword source to its deibitfonal destination ICo87, Y;-MvD85]. Even with query, 
however. we distinguish between content search and smcture search-power is obtained 
from their combination DK90, AK90. CM891. We argue here that there is signScant value 
in opening up hypertext to the richer. more dynamic environment that hyperte-xt 
computation aEords, where structural operations (such a s  link traversal) interact with 
hypertext content (such as  genera- and changing portions of text within a node. as we 
shall explore in sections 1 and 2 respectively]. 
Indeed, we betieve that the power obtained from such functionality is especially 
important for general information systems that provide decision support and other 
intelllgent interiaces. Furthennore, we believe this interaction should be formalized so 
its effects are controlled and do not presest authors and users with unpleasant surprises 
when computation alters fnformation unexpectedly. Current hypertext systems 
implement computation Fn an ad hoc manner (such as Guide's command buttons [GUI87]), 
generally requiring a knowledge of programming. 
The purpose of this paper is to raise some of the issues we have faced in designing 
"dynamic" hypertext interfaces for decision support systems IBBK88. KPBB901.1 In 
section 1 we begin by reviemg two mandatory characteristics of dynamic hypertext 
environments: vFrtual network structures and real time computation. Then in section 2 
we describe problems we have come up against when modeiing these in our research. In 
section 3 we focus on one particular challenge that dynamic information systems present 
to hypertext-updatlng the display conrents of Ilnk markers so they remain accurate 
indicators of the links they represent, To do so we have formalized the concept of 
hypertext "valuation links" which update their source Ifnk marker when traversed. We 
demonstrate their usefulness Fa a n  information system that p e r f o m  portfolio 
management. We conclude in section 4 by sharing our future research paths in modeling 
dynamic hypertext interfaces. 
31 Dmadc Hmertext 
Two of the seven issues for the "next generation of hypermedia systems" that Frank 
Halasz puts forth in lHa188] are virtual stTuctures and computation over the knowledge 
base d m g  link traversal, 
In virtual stmctures. links are unresoived a t  the time a builder embeds their buttons 
1 Another exampie of a hypertext decision support system (DSSJ can be found in IDeY891. For a review of 
hypertext and DSS see (MiBS]. 
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(link markers) in originating nodes for user selection. The budder must associate some 
routine with these buttons that resolves the identity of the link and destination node. 
One example is Glasgow Online [BMHBB, BP891. which determines the actual destination 
of links pointing to train schedules according to the actual time of link traversal. in 
order to provide relevant information. As another e m p i e .  Nguyen and Greenes ING861 
have developed a frame-based hypertext knowledge management system called 
EXPLORER-1 designed for the medical profession that supports various medical 
lcnowledge bases. Authors embed link marker "hot spots" in the frame declarations. 
which when selected, invoke either a procedure that resolves the identity of the 
destination frame based on a taxonomy of keywords contained by the frame or a 
procedure that can access a j o u d  of the users -actions and obtain user input. 
We need virtual linking ("computed Iinking" [NieSOIl because in a tmly dynamic 
=ecutive information system or decision support system, for it is quite 
possible that we cannot specify beforehand which Iinks will be avaiIabIe from a link 
anchor. 
Whereas resolving virtual links determines the links to traverse. "computation" 
involves creating new destination nodes. For example. exercismg a "what-if" scenario 
generates analysis results to display. Expert system-style elrplanations and reports 
containing the most up-to-date information may need to be complled in real time. 
Simply reMeWg the current stock price for a display involves a call to a commercial 
database external to the hypertext system. 
Several hypertext systems support some kind of programmed interface beyond 
procedural attachment (reformatting existing contents)-HyperCard [ACI] has buttons 
with underlying scripts. Guide [GUI87] has a "command button". KMS [AMY881 has 
"program Ifnks". Notecards [Hal881 has access to an computational engine. Computation 
is implemented by invoking a procedure and results in the generation of a node. Iink or 
display value. One example is a Ki'vfS application that uses "computational hypertext" D 
Schnase and Leggett's Cassin's Sparrow energetics model [SL891. This application 
recalcuiates values in a table and draws business graphs when the user selects a KMS 
program button. 
We see the need for an enhancement to this degree of computation in a number of ways. 
First we may want to generate enttn nodes on the fly. Second. changes to the hypertext 
network may originate outside the system and require automatic updates to the 
hyperdocument for display without user intervention [FS90. BIIGM9 I]. Third. to track - 
the fnterdependent effects of changes we need to maintain a dependency tree of all rdated 
system elements. We discuss this dynamfc link dependency further in sectton 3. 
Perhaps the greatest difference between most exismg applications and the dynamic 
systems we are considering. however. is our underfying philosophy of hypertext a s  an 
inherently dynamic concept In most existing systems the computational engine 
i w o k d .  if any. is erternd to the hypertert system In tnformatton systems with real 
time re@ranents. the hypertext computational engine should be an integral component 
of the system architecture. This is necessary because the vast majortty of hypertod 
components are virtual entities. their identities. attributes and display values r e m m g  
unresolved until invoked. This presents several cogwtlve and technical challenges, 
which we describe in the next and in the Bnal sections. 
92 CWespSs to Hvoettext in a M a d e  Environment 
?he word "-c2' connotes '*changei* and change prwfdes challenges to a generated 
hypertext network Issues of change are compounded by the virtual structures and 
computation associated with a dymmfc enviroment Nodes and their contents may not 
cxist (be neither resolved nor generated) until the Ifnk pointing to them is generated and 
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then traversed (the hypertext equivalent of "just in time" delivery). In this section we 
shall discuss several change-related Lssues and some solutions. In subsequent sections 
we shall concentrate on keeping displays up-to-date. 
How does change affect a dynamfcally generated hypertext network? First of all. the 
user can never be sure that the link he traverses today will be available tomorrow. This 
is, of course. useful. if you want the most up-to-date fnformation, as will be the case in 
section 3. But it could lead to surprises for users who do not anticipate changes and have 
based user-declared lrnks or cornments on particular objects (e.g.. the price of a stock) or 
reports containing these. For example, a decbion maker may have based a (decision and) 
cornment on the "final" sales figures for the quarter. not anticipating that the figures 
were in error and subsequently revised, invddatfng both his decision and the comment. 
If the underlying parameters change then the user-declared link or comment may not be 
valid the next tlme the object is included in a generated report. The same goes for objects 
"pasted" into user-created documents when these documents are re-opened. This all calls 
for some type of version management, allowing the user to specify whether he or she 
wants to see up-to-date information or an older version. This is especially important for 
decision f ustiflcation where an evecutive may need to recreate the information available 
a t  the time he made a particular decision or recommendation. In addition. being able to 
explain changes would be an especially helpful feature in a decision support or executive 
infoxmation system where the change, say, to a computed result may be caused indirectly 
by a change to a n  underlying data value or model parameter. 
Another issue we face is determining when a user-declared link or comment is no 
longer valid, i-e.. when its subject has changed so much that it is no longer accurate or the 
relation captured is no longer relevant. This is a problem in both sratic and dynamic 
environments. We may, however. be able to take advantage of the known structure of the 
application knowledge base to determine automatically when, at least a subset of these 
links and comments is no longer valid. If the user can declare some validity conditions 
based on paraxneter or data values in the underlying knowledge base then the hypertext 
engine should be able to check this before making the link or comment available. For 
example, the user may declare a comment or link to an expert system-generated plan of 
action, to be made available only when the price of a stock moves outside a certah, 
computed ranges. When this condftfon does e d s c ,  selectfng the appropriate button will 
find this link or conunent, otherwise it wiIl not be presented as  an option to the user. 
$3 Valuation Links 
In the rest of the paper we shall concentrate on a single theme within a dynamic _ - 
hypertext environment-updating the display value of link markers. In particular we 
shall explore a new hypertext construct. ualuatfon ILnks. where the hypertext engine 
automatically updates the "source" Iink marker when underlymg parameter values used 
in hypertext computation change. Recall the purpose of link markers-to serve as  an 
indication of potential ltnks to traverse. If updated information about the Iink to 
traverse becomes available, then to be accurate indicators, there wfll be times when 
marker values should change to reflect the cuxrent state of the system or the represented 
environment. 
li2GmQk 
A ~ortfoiio manager fn an investment bank is In charge of several dents .  He or she 
camp'bses a perso&ed poitfob for each d e n t  confor%ng to some consiralnts. One 
of these c o n s ~ t s  i  the amount of risk involved in a given stock or bond. Some 
d e n t s  prefer low risk securities whiie others are more risk-inclined. 
As part of his declslon process the portfolio manager uses a hypertext system that 
supports valuation links. He describes a computational model that selects the 
securities for a particularly rfsk-averse client. The system rece'ives-.input from 
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external sources on the risk levels of the securities in the client's portfolio. This input 
is channeled via a valuation link to the node containing the model used to configure 
the client's portfolio. As the risk level p m e t e r  changes in real-time inside the node 
due to external factors, the portfolio configuration model at the destination of the 
valuation link is dynamically re-evaluated. 
This dynamic re-evaluation in turn might influence other nodes in the system. For 
example. the portfolio manager might keep a table in a hypertext node that specif3es 
which stocks to buy and which stocks to sell. Next to each stock name the word 'BUY or 
"SELL" wfll appear as a valuation link marker associated with a destination node that is 
an analysis model. That model in turn might receive input from other nodes via other 
valuation links. We shall show later in this section that valuation links can propagate 
automatically in an  iterative manner. Thus. a change in value in one node might trigger 
a sequence of re-evaluations which might change values in many nodes. For example. 
there may be several portfolios for different clients, or  several "what-if" scenario 
portfolios contalntng a particular stock. When the price or other market factors change 
then the value and recommendation of all these related portfolios may need to be 
updated. 
Valuation link markers can support standard hypertext functionality as wen. For 
example. if the portfolio manager ever wishes to question a particular buy or sell 
decision he can do so by traversing a l i d  from the valuation marker to a static (or 
generated) explanation of the underlying destination model. Thus valuation links can be 
treated referentially [Co87] when desired. The user can even perform "what-if' analysis 
by changing the model's equations or altering parameter d u e s .  
The previous example exhibits a seamless integration of Werent types of processes. 
data and action, alI related by a sophisticated hypertext linkage mechanism. This 
environment provides a n  intuitive method for users to spec* the composition of 
computations. The user is able to compose models on the fly by spedfylng that the output 
of one computation is to be used as the input for another one. It also permits interprocess 
communication to heterogeneous external systems. In UNIX the pipe paradigm is used 
for this effect. In our ewfronrnent, valuation links take the place of pipes. 
The PM Svsteq 
We have implemented valuation Bnks and the dependency tra- they require in the 
Maluar System [Isa91]. Written in LISP. Maluar makes LISP available to all nodes. 
Maluar provides a basic set of tools that can be used to create more elaborate hypertext - - 
m o n m e n t s .  One such environment fs the PM system @IKM91], which captures the 
decisions a portfolio manager (PM) in an investment baxk. The PM makes portfolio 
decisions through some combinadon of doing analysis. and using tnformation fmm the 
bank's industry-specialist analysts and fmm external systems. Both analysts and PMs 
have the same sources of infomtion at their disposal. If they wen: to use the same 
models and had the same assumptions embedded in their waluation heuristics, they 
would arrive at sirnflar recommendations. In reality, however. there is aqmmetry fn 
Wonnailon, decision criteria and assumptions. Such asymmetxy glves rise to potential 
for conflicts. A podolio manager may come up with a recommendation of "bu]i' based on 
the an*& that he makes and the rules that he has for making such decisions. On the 
same item an anairjt may come up wtth a contradictory recommendation The PM 
system uses the Maluar system's dependency tracklng and automatlcdy updating 
valuation links to not only support the processes that converge to a dedsion on a given 
stock item, but a h  to be able to detect djscrepancles between PMs and d y ~ t s .  and act 
upon these. The system contains both nodes represalting models that embody heuristics 
for portfolio camposition and conflict detecmn nodes which continuously and 
automatically monitor for dlscrepandes among nodes used by analysts and PMs. 
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Figures 1 and 2 present an example of the system in use. Linda Goodman is an analyst 
and Don Burnt is a PM. Both issue recommendations upon the stocks of Prudential using 
the following idormation: number of shares, projected dividends and dividends per 
share (which is computed dynamically). Each, however, uses dlfferent heuristics which 
are embodied in a node which dynamically evaluates a recornendation: "buy". "sell" or 
"hold". In each figure the PM system determines that there is a conflict. 
The first case of conflict is demonstrated in Figure 1. in which links between nodes are 
depicted as  arrows indicating the direction of information flow in the link. The 
information that Don has helps him infer that the stock should be "held". Lfnda's 
information, however. leads her to infer a "buy" action. Backtracking from Linda's 
recommendation leads Don to the information asymmetry, that is the node that 
contains "projected dividends". Once this i s  corrected. the other valuation Ilnk markers 
are updated automatically. 
The second case of conflict is demonstrated in Figure 2. Here Don's heuristic helps him 
infer that the stock should be "sold". Linda's heuristic leads her to infer that the action to 
be taken is "hold". In this case, followtng the links back from Linda's recommendation 
leads Don to the conclusion that Linda uses a dlfferent heuristic. and this can help him 
judge future recommendations from Linda. 
A Formal Descri~tion of Valuation Links 
We are proposing a new hypertext construct. ualuation links, and have sought to 
motivate them through the examples above. Valuation links have their source link 
marker in a visible node and have a computational program as a destination node. The 
effect of traversing a valuation link is to update the display value of the source link 
marker with the result of the destination node's computation. While such behavior is 
mentioned In the TreUs hypertext reference model [FS901 and admittedly could be 
achieved by many of the ad hoc computational meckanisnns described in 1 (e.g.. Guide 
c o m a n d  buttons), a s  yet we have seen no formal Iink taxonomy [DeR89, Nie9OI with 
this functionality. This is what we present here. 
We identtfy two kinds of valuation links: 
static valuation links, the computation assocfated with the link is performed upon 
demand by txpIicit user requesz. and 
dynamic valuation links, the link is automatically activated whenever i t s -  
destination is updated. 
Previously we have given several examples of dynamic valuation links. Static 
valuation links are also useful. Suppose a manager creates a report where there is a static 
valuation link representing projected sales. The static Iink is connected to a projecGon 
model. A s  new sales data Is fed inta the system, the projection figures change. The 
manager, however only re-evaluates his ffgures when he determfnes a need to do so. In 
the meantime he does not want the report to change. 
In order to traverse these links an algorithm is needed to help keep the up with the 
potential chain reaction of re-evaluations which rnight be triggered by a single link 
actfxration. The following algorithm manages evaluation of ualue regions (Le., Ilnk 
anchors] associated with valuation links and programs that return values, A value is 
associated with each uafue region and with each vatuatlon link The strategy we adopt 
here forces each ualue region to always keep the w e n t  value of the computation it 
represents stored in a variable. Every time a node content change is performed. the 
affected links are computed and propagation takes place. There are three fuxctfons: 
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function value- traverselualue- link) 
begin 
remeve-source-regionlvalue-link. source-regionf; 
paste value o f  value-link in source-region; 
?f source-region is a value-region - 
then evaluate(source-regiod; 
en&. 
function update-vduelvalue-link, v d  
begin 
set value of value-link to vaL. 





val := result of execution of value-region. for each value-link ending in value-region 
update- value(vaLue-link, vaU; 
end. 
The dffference between dynamic and static valuation links is in the update-value 
function. In  the case that the link is dynamic, after its value is updated. the link is 
traversed. This in turn will cause the value region at the source of the link to be 
evaluated. the display value of incoming value Iinks to be updated. and so on. 
From these three recursive functions and their types of dynamic interaction they 
support. it should be dear  that valuation 'links are a general and powerful tool for 
dynamic information systems. 
94 Discussion 
This paper concerns itself with incorporating computational power into hypertext in a 
we3 defied manner. Although the idea of computational, hypertext is not new, rnafiy of 
the approaches taken elsewhere [GUI87. AMY88, ACX-HyperGardl are not rigorous in 
their specification and abandon the llnk trauersal metaphor to some extent.. The 
valuation links Lntroduced here provide rich computational power while staying within 
-- 
the h e w o r k  of hypertext, In dofng so we rwisited the meaning of link traversal to 
make it dependent upon the type of Ifnk being traversed. but beyond the notion of 
procedural attachment We do this more in the spirit of the corresponding access 
operation for nodes. It has been recognized that the exact meaning of node access varies 
depending upon the node type: text nodes are presented in a window; video nodes are . 
projected: audio nodes are played: program nodes are evaluated. Similarly, traversing 
r e f e r d  links is interpreted as access to the destination node, whereas traversal of, 
e.g., note rrnks in Guide [GUI87] relates to pop-up a windaw. Traversal of valuatbn links 
entafls the transfer of values. What is achieved by ustng this paradigm is the 
Fncorporatlon of powdid  computational mechanisms while remafntng within the 
brausing paradigm that characterfies hypertext. This computational power is key to the 
acceptance of hypertext as a decision support tool and paves the way for a larger user 
audience. 
Our Mended research takes us  deeper in the dornain of formal models that explicate 
the nature of computation (e-g.. [Bi901]. One route we may take is tncorporatlng type 
dependent Ilnk traversal into a formal model along the lines of the Trellis model 
[SF89al. In any event we shall contine to exploit the the power of computational 
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hypertext to develop sophisticated but  simple-to-use Fniormation systems for decision 
support. 
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